GLOBAL DISCRETE ARTIFICIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR TIME-DEPENDENT WAVE PROPAGATION
V. S. RYABEN'KII y , S. V. TSYNKOV x , AND V. I. TURCHANINOV k Abstract. We construct global arti cial boundary conditions ABCs for the numerical simulation of wave processes on unbounded domains using a special non-deteriorating algorithm that has been developed previously for the long-term computation of wave-radiation solutions. The ABCs are obtained directly for the discrete formulation of the problem; in so doing, neither a rational approximation of non-re ecting kernels," nor discretization of the continuous boundary conditions is required. The extent of temporal nonlocalityof the new ABCs appears xed and limited; in addition, the ABCs can handle arti cial boundaries of irregular shape on regular grids with no tting adaptation needed and no accuracy loss induced. The non-deteriorating algorithm, which is the core of the new ABCs, is inherently three-dimensional, it guarantees temporally uniform grid convergence of the solution driven by a continuously operating source on arbitrarily long time intervals, and provides unimprovable linear computational complexity with respect to the grid dimension. The algorithm is based on the presence of lacunae, i.e., aft fronts of the waves, in wave-type solutions in odd-dimension spaces. It can, in fact, be built as a modi cation on top of any consistent and stable nite-di erence scheme, making its grid convergence uniform in time and at the same time keeping the rate of convergence the same as that of the non-modi ed scheme.
In the paper, we delineate the construction of the global lacunae-based ABCs in the framework of a discretized wave equation. The ABCs are obtained for the most general formulation of the problem that involves radiation of waves bymoving sources e.g., radiation of acoustic waves by a maneuvering aircraft. We also present systematic numerical results that corroborate the theoretical design properties of the ABCs' algorithm.
Key words. arti cial boundary conditions, wave propagation, lacunae, non-deteriorating method Subject classi cation. Applied and Numerical Mathematics 1. Introduction. Numerical simulation of wave phenomena on unbounded domains e.g., radiation and or scattering of acoustic or electromagnetic waves, often encounters the following well-recognized difculty. As no computer can either handle in nite arrays of data or perform in nite numbers of arithmetics operations, the discrete approximation of the problem has to be made nite i.e., nite-dimensional. Consequently, the original in nite domain has to be truncated and special arti cial boundary conditions ABCs havetobedeveloped as a closure for the resulting nite formulation.
The literature on the subject of ABCs is very extensive, see, e.g., review papers by Givoli 1 and Tsynkov 2 , as well as another recent review by Hagstrom 3 , which is geared more speci cally toward wave propagation problems. In the current study, we are going to focus on genuinely unsteady as opposed to time-harmonic wave phenomena to be computed in the time domain. For this type of problems, most of the ABCs' researchtodate has been done in the framework of simple approximate local methods based, e.g., on quasi-one-dimensional characteristics' decomposition. These methods often appear insu ciently accurate. Some of the more accurate methods that have recently gained attention are based on the so-called perfectly matched layers PML, see the original publications 4 7 and reviews 8, 9 . Unfortunately, as shown in 10, 11 , these methods may give rise to instabilities of a particular kind. The latter typically manifest themselves when integrating over long time intervals and thus exacerbate even further the wellknown problem of accumulation of error in long-term numerical simulations. Among other existing unsteady ABCs' approaches, only very few methodologies can guarantee the accuracy that theoretically would not hamper that of the interior approximation. All of these methodologies are non-local, see, e.g., 12 18 , whichischaracteristic of highly-accurate ideally, exact ABCs. The techniques of this group typically involvetwo approximating" steps, which are undertaken consecutively when building the ABCs. The rst step is the replacementofthe fully non-local in space-time true exact boundary conditions, which are most often written using pseudo-di erential operators, with approximate boundary conditions still at the continuous level that would provide for only a limited extent of non-locality. More precisely, this step aims at limiting the temporal nonlocality of the ABCs, whichmay be prohibitively expensive in computations. This can be achieved, e.g., by employing a rational approximation of the corresponding symbol kernel. 1 The rst step is then followed by the second one, which is the discretization of the resulting localized continuous boundary conditions. We note that unless given a special thorough attention, the discretization step may lead to accuracy loss and again cause instability this pertains to purely local ABCs as well. We also note that all of these techniques are restricted geometrically to computational domains of a simple regular shape, e.g., those with spherical or planar boundaries.
Our recent work 22, 23 indicates that the issue of time-dependent ABCs may be closely related to another problem that has been mentioned before | the accumulation of numerical error during long runs. This problem has been recognized as an outstanding question in computational PDEs for manyyears, since the rst systematic convergence studies for discrete approximations have been conducted in the fties. From the standpoint of practical computing, deterioration of the solution over long time intervals can be attributed, e.g., to the mechanism of either numerical dissipation or dispersion or both. Theoretically, this phenomenon is conveniently termed as non-uniformity of the grid convergence in time, and all conventional discrete approximations that are currently in use are known to su er from this de ciency.
As our work 22, 23 suggests, the key to resolving the question of long-term error accumulation may be in precisely following the physical nature of the original problem when building a numerical algorithm. Namely,itisknown that waves in three dimensions have aft or trailing fronts. This is a manifestation of the so-called Huygens' principle or more generally, the presence of lacunae in wave-type solutions in odddimension spaces. Using this property,wehave been able to develop a modi cation to any consistent and stable nite-di erence scheme that approximates a Cauchy problem for the wave equation so as to make its grid convergence uniform in time on arbitrarily long intervals. The uniform temporal convergence of the algorithm has been proven theoretically along with its optimal computational complexity i.e., linear with respect to the grid dimension. The rate of temporally uniform grid convergence, see 22, 23 , remains the same as that of the original non-modi ed scheme. These results apply to the general case of moving sources of waves that operate continuously in time. As an example, we show in 23 that the linearized ow around a maneuvering aircraft can be interpreted in this framework.
At least as important, the procedure of 22,23 allows one to replace the original in nite domain of the initial-value problem by a nite computational domain that would facilitate the construction of a nitedimensional discretization. As will be seen from the discussion in the current paper, the latter replacement leads to obtaining highly accurate non-local unsteady ABCs for combined problems that may include complex phenomena on a bounded interior domain but reduce to the homogeneous wave equation in the far eld. Similarly to the case analyzed in 22, 23 the interior domain maybemoving. The ABCs are built directly for the speci c interior approximation used and in this sense can be considered its most natural extension. We emphasize that they involve neither of the two common approximating steps rational approximation of the symbol followed by discretization that have been mentioned before in connection to some existing ABCs' methodologies.
Unlike in all other methods available in the literature, the extent of temporal nonlocality of the unsteady ABCs based on the technique 22,23 is bounded naturally for all times because of the explicit use of lacunae. This bound is not a consequence of any approximation. Moreover, as these ABCs are obtained directly for the speci c nite-di erence scheme, the issue of discretization of the boundary conditions, which has been shown to cause problems before, simply does not arise in this framework. Besides, the new ABCs possess full geometric universality, i.e., can handle any shape of the external arti cial boundary with equal ease on a regular Cartesian grid with no tting adaptation required and no accuracy loss caused.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide for a brief outline of the phenomenon of lacunae in wave radiation solutions, and showhow one can use those to obtain a non-deteriorating algorithm for the long-term numerical integration of the corresponding problems. In addition to the theoretical justi cation, we also include in this section several computational demonstrations of the properties of the aforementioned algorithm. In Section 3, we describe in detail the construction of the global nite-di erence lacunae-based ABCs, and brie y commentonhow the proposed construction ts into the general framework of discrete time-dependent boundary conditions developed byRyaben'kii in 24 . Finally, Section 4 contains an extensive set of numerical experiments with the new ABCs for the wave equation. The experiments are conducted for nite-di erence schemes of di erent orders of accuracy, di erent laws of motion for the waves' sources uniform, as well as non-uniform, and di erentinterior models that require closure by the homogeneous wave equation in the far eld. These experiments corroborate the theoretical design properties of the ABCs' algorithm. , which has nite diameter d for all times t 0; other than that the domain Stmay travel in space according to an arbitrary law of motion except that its maximum speed k is required to be subsonic:" k c. The solution 'x;t is driven by the continuously operating source fx;t, fx; 0 = 0, and we require that 8t 0: supp fx;t St. In other words, we study the radiation of waves by a source, which is compactly supported in space for all times. The solution is of interest for us also on a compact domain, whichwe call St; it fully contains the source and follows its motion if there is motion. This is a simpli ed model for manyinteresting physical phenomena that are more complex in their nature. As we shall see, this model is very useful when constructing the ABCs for a variety of problems.
For every x;t, the solution ' = 'x;t of problem 2. x;t jx , j ct , ; t :
The region of space-time de ned by formula 2.4 is called lacuna of the solution ' = 'x;t. This region is obviously obtained as the intersection of characteristic cones of equation 2.1 once the vertex of the cone sweeps the support of the RHS: supp f Q. From the standpointofphysics, the lacuna represents that part of space-time where the waves generated by the sources f, supp f Q,have already passed and the solution has become zero again. Sometimes, the name secondary lacuna" is used to distinguish it from the primary lacuna, which is the area where the waves have not reached yet. The phenomenon of lacunae is inherently three-dimensional. The interior surface of the lacuna represents the trajectory of aft trailing fronts of the waves. The presence of aft fronts in odd-dimension spaces is known as the Huygens' principle, as opposed to the so-called wave di usion which takes place in even-dimension spaces. Assume also that by the time t 1 t 0 this source ceases to operate, which makes the RHS of 2 Throughout this section we will be using schematic one-dimensional illustrations always keeping in mind, however, that the actual problem is three-dimensional. Clearly,by the time t 1 the domain St 1 can be displaced from its initial location no further than the distance kt 1 ,t 0 iseach direction, whichisschematically represented on Figure 2 .1 by the boundaries of the interval B 1 ;B 2 of size d +2kt 1 , t 0 . Starting from t = t 1 no new waves will be generated, and those generated prior to t 1 will continue traveling in space and thus will eventually leave the domain St completely, because their speed of propagation c is higher than that of the domain, k. The moment t 2 when this happens, i.e., when the solution 'x;t again becomes zero on St, is easy to calculate, see Figure 2 .1. By this moment, the domain St 2 can travel no further than the interval C 1 ;C 2 of size d +2kt 2 , t 0 , and we need to assume that the aft fronts will also be exactly at the boundaries of this interval at t = t 2 , which immediately yields 'x;t 0; for x The transition from the in nite domain to a nite one does not, obviously, come at no charge." One can rather say that it comes at the expense of having the computational domain D 1 ;D 2 larger than the actual domain of interest St. However, the size of the redundant" portion of D 1 ;D 2 can be further reduced by observing that all wehavetodoismake sure that by t = t 2 , i.e., by the moment the last waves generated by fx ;t, supp f Q, leave St, no new waves can enter St. This can be guaranteed either as indicated previously,by placing the outer boundary su ciently far away so that no waves from fx ;t, supp f Q, can even reachituntil t = t 2 = t 0 + T int or alternatively,by placing it closer and thus allowing for re ections, but still not too close so that no re ected waves can come back, i.e., reach St, by t = t 2 . The size of the new, smaller, computational domain E 1 ;E 2 with re ecting outer boundary, see Figure 2 .1, can be estimated easily. The minimum size Z, see Figure 2 .1, is found by requiring that the re ected waves, which travel with the same speed c but in the opposite direction, reach the boundary of C 1 ;C 2 , i.e., the utmost possible location of St 2 , by the exact same moment of time t = t 2 when the aft fronts leave St. This immediately yields
2.6
By comparing the value of Z from 2.6 with the size of D 1 ;D 2 , whichisd +2cT int ,we conclude that the extra size of the computational domain beyond d can be reduced by up to a factor of 2 when k =0ineach coordinate direction. We also note that in fact any well-posed boundary condition can be speci ed at the re ecting outer boundary of E 1 ;E 2 . The reason is that this boundary is intentionally positioned so that the re ections are not going to haveany e ect on the solution inside Sta nyway. A particularly convenientway to treat the boundary of E 1 ;E 2 will be to set the periodic boundary conditions there. In so doing the three-dimensional rectangular domain becomes a three-dimensional toroidal surface the opposite faces of the rectangle are identi ed with one another and we only have to keep in mind that the re ected waves will now need to be interpreted as those that leave the domain on one side and enter it from the opposite side. This new interpretation obviously brings no change to the foregoing considerations that led to the size estimate 2.6. However, for the case of a continuously operating traveling source that we analyze below, periodicity implies that the motion of the source can also be formally considered on the toroidal surface, which makes the computational setup much simpler. Notice that each ' j x;t;T, j =0; 1;:::, can be calculated absolutely independently of the others and that the corresponding source term f j x;t;T is a function compactly supported in both space and time, see 2.8.
Consequently, according to 2.5, if weinterpret t 0 and t 1 as j , 1+ jT and j +1+ jT , respectively see Figure 2 .1, then we can conclude that every ' j x;t;T of 2.9 needs to be calculated only during a nite interval of time T int = d+2T c+k c,k
. It is important to realize that this interval does not depend on the actual moment of time t.
Moreover, even so the series 2.9 is formally in nite, it is easy to see that for any t 0, x 2 St, it contains only a nite xed number of non-zero terms. First of all, because of the causality, ' j x;t;T=0 for x 2 Stift j , 1+ jT . In other words, for a given moment of time t, the contribution of all those f j x;t;T that are active only at subsequent moments of time, is obviously zero. A somewhat less trivial observation is that because of the lacunae the contribution of the su ciently retarded" terms f j x;t;Tto the overall solution at a given time level t will be zero as well. More precisely, ' j x;t;T = 0 for x here T nal is the total integration time. Inequality 2.12 is a generic convergence estimate; it holds provided that the RHS fx;t of equation 2.1 is su ciently smooth. A detailed discussion on the smoothness requirements for fx;t can be found in 23 , along with the speci c consistency stability convergence estimates in the norms that would takeinto account a particular smoothness level. 3 The constant K in inequality 2.12 does not depend on the grid. It is, however, known to depend on the actual RHS fx;t, as well as the nal time T nal : K = Kf;T nal . The dependency of K on T nal is typically a growth, and sometimes this growth may be rapid. This means that even so on any xed interval 0;T nal the scheme converges as h ,! 0, to obtain the same level of accuracy on a larger 0;T nal one may need to take a ner overall grid ahead of time. Thus, the convergence appears temporally non-uniform. On the language of practical computing, this phenomenon can be interpreted as the accumulation of numerical error over long runs. This issue has been long acknowledged unresolved in the literature.
The situation changes dramatically if, instead of the straightforward time-dependent integration, we rst use the foregoing lacunae-based representation 2.11 of the solution 'x;t. In so doing, for each j = p 1 ;::: ;p 2 , we still integrate the corresponding sub-problem 2.10 using the same nite-di erence scheme as before. However, convergence estimate for the scheme then becomes: ' h j x;t;T , ' j x;t;T K j h ; x 2 St ; t 2 j , 1+ jT;j , 1+ jT + T int :
2.13
A very important circumstance is that unlike K in estimate 2.12, the constant K j in 2.13 for each j depends on T int rather than T nal : K j = K j f j ;T int . Keeping in mind that each ' h j x;t;T can be computed independently of the others, and using linear superposition formula 2.10, we then easily obtain instead of 2.12:
' h x;t , 'x;t p K h ; x 2 St; t 0 ; 2.14 whereK =Kf;T int . Note that p is xed and does not increase with t, andK now depends on T int rather than T nal , where T int is also xed and does not increase with t. Therefore, estimate 2.14 implies temporally uniform grid convergence of the discrete lacunae-based algorithm on arbitrarily long time intervals or in other words, for t 0. A detailed formal proof of this result that, again, involves speci c norms, can be found in 23 . Here we only need to add that for each inequality 2.13 to hold, the corresponding f j x;t;T, 3 Smoothness of the source terms will also be important when constructing the lacunae-based ABCs, see Sections 3 and 4. j = p 1 ;::: ;p 2 , has to possess the same regularity as that required for the original scheme to converge. This explains whychoosing the partition 2.7 smooth with overlaps was very important.
From the standpoint of practical computing, temporally uniform grid convergence implies that the numerical error will not get accumulated beyond some predetermined bound for as long as the computation needs to be performed; and once the grid is re ned the aforementioned bound will also drop in accordance with the speci c rate Oh . This is clear because when the calculation is stopped for a given term ' h j x;t;T after the interval T int has elapsed, the error will not be accumulated any further, and the number of terms p that need to be taken into account is xed and non-increasing. Thus, wehave obtained a non-deteriorating numerical algorithm for integration of the wave equation over arbitrarily long times. Let us emphasize that it can be built as a modi cation of any consistent and stable nite-di erence scheme, and that it preserves the original rate of convergence of the scheme while making the convergence uniform in time.
Besides, let us assume, for example, that the original nite-di erence scheme has linear computational complexity with respect to the grid dimension, whichistypical for explicit schemes. Then, it is easy to see that the modi ed lacunae-based algorithm will also have linear computational complexity with respect to the grid dimension. Indeed, this immediately follows from the fact that each term ' h j x;t;T is computed using the original scheme on a compact domain of size Z see Figure 2 .1 during a nite xed interval of time T int , and the number of terms p is, again, xed and non-increasing. We should note that for the type of problems that we are studying linear complexity with respect to the grid is, in fact, optimal, i.e., unimprovable.
Computation Using Continuous Time
Marching. The following, and last, step in building the lacunae-based algorithm for long-term numerical integration of the wave equation is to realize that for implementing formula 2.11 we do not necessarily need to compute each term ' j x;t;T independently of the others. Instead, we can implement the algorithm in a way similar to the standard time-marching by means of a nite-di erence scheme. For that, we will need to use the aforementioned periodic boundary conditions on the outer boundaries of the auxiliary domain E 1 ;E 2 , see end of Section 2.2 and Figure 2 .1.
The rst key observation that we make here is that once the motion of the wave sources, as well as the propagation of waves themselves, are considered on a three-dimensional toroidal surface, rather than on the genuine R 3 , then for every portion of the RHS f j x;t;T it does not really matter where on the period this source is located, or where it starts its motion from, at t 0 = j , 1+ jT . It does not have to be exactly in the middle" as shown on Figure 2 .1, because all locations on the period i.e., toroidal surface are equivalent. All wehavetoworry about is that by the time t 2 =j , 1+ jT + T int the waves generated by f j x;t;T, see 2.8, will have left the domain St, and that no waves could have re-entered this domain during t 0 ;t 2 . And this will be exactly the case because the size Z = d +k + cT int , see 2.6, has been chosen su ciently large to provide for that. Since we always assume for simplicity that the period Z is the same in all coordinate directions, then we only need to formally consider f j x;t;T instead of f j x;t;T and accordingly, ' j x;t;T instead of ' j x;t;T, wherex =x 1 ;x 2 ;x 3 , andx i = x i , xi Z Z, i =1; 2; 3.
Next, we shall analyze formula 2.11 from a slightly di erent point of view. To begin with, we notice that on the initial stage of computation, i.e., when t is small, the lower summation limit p 1 may turn out negative. Basically, it does not create any inconsistency and does not cause any problem because fx ;t=0 for t 0 anyway. In fact, we can simply disregard all negative j's in the sum 2.11 for small t's and initially consider the summation P p2 j=0 ' j x;t;T instead of 2.11. Initially" here means till the actual expression p 1 = Figure 2 .1 with periodic boundary conditions. Indeed, all we do here is simply takeinto account one component of the source f j after another. Due to linear superposition, this amounts to the continuous integration of the wave equation driven by f = P p2 j=0 f j from t = 0 till the actual time t. We also note that the duration of the initial stage is, obviously, T int . And the period Z, see 2.6, has been chosen su ciently large so that for the time interval of length T int there will be no di erence on the domain Stbe tween the solution 'x ;t computed in the periodic setting and the solution that one could have possibly computed with no periodization see Section 2.2.
As soon as the time interval T int = d+2T c+k c,k has elapsed since the inception moment t = 0, the computation enters its regular as opposed to initial stage. This regular stage, which can, in fact, be continued for as long as necessary, is characterized by the positive values of p 1 the rst positivev alue is obviously p 1 = 1 and nite non-growing number p = p 2 , p 1 , 1 of terms in the sum 2.11.
On the regular stage of the algorithm, we continue marching equation 2.1 with periodic boundary conditions in space. Obviously, as the time t elapses both p 1 and p 2 in formula 2.11 increase. The increase of p 1 and p 2 is almost synchronous. Namely,assoonast reaches the value j , 1+ jT for a particular integer j, a new term ' j gets included into the sum 2.11, i.e., the upper summation bound p 2 changes from its previous value j , 1 to the new value j. Similarly,assoonast reaches the value j , 1+ jT + T int for a given j, the term ' j drops from the sum 2.11, i.e., the lower summation bound changes from its previous value j to the new value j +1. As has been mentioned in Section 2.3, in so doing the variation of the di erence between p 2 and p 1 never exceeds one. Moreover, the temporal interval that precedes the actual moment t and that is taken into consideration by formula 2.11 is again T int . Consequently,we can still compute everything in the periodic framework, because the period Z see 2.6 is su ciently large to accommodate the extent of retardation T int , and as has also been mentioned it does not matter where on the period the computation of every given term starts.
From the standpoint of implementation, when the upper bound p 2 increases by one at t =j , 1+ jT nothing special needs to be done. If we simply continue marching equation 2.1 in the aforementioned periodic framework, then we will automatically start taking into account the new component of the RHS f j after t =j , 1+ jT . The situation with the lower bound p 1 is somewhat di erent. Once it has increased by one from j to j +1att =j , 1+ jT + T int , the term ' j no longer needs to be included into the sum 2.11. However, in contradistinction to the case of Section 2.3 when all ' j were supposed to be computed independently of one another, here we cannot just stop the computation of a given ' j at t =j,1+ jT +T int and subsequently say that ' j x;t;T = 0 for x 2 St and for t j,1+ jT +T int . Indeed, time-marching of equation 2.1 implies that all fragments of the solution ' j x;t;T are calculated together as a sum and cannot be explicitly told apart. On the other hand, if we do nothing at t =j ,1+ jT + T int and continue with the time-marching, i.e., if we do not discontinue the computation of ' j x;t;Tatt =j,1+ jT +T int and leave this term in the solution 'x ;t, then right after this moment of time the rst waves generated by f j at t =j ,1+ jT will start re-entering the domain Sthaving traveled all the way across the auxiliary domain E 1 ;E 2 . In other words, in the framework of the continuous time-marching with periodic boundary conditions, the term ' j x;t;T cannot be left in the solution as it will contaminate" the results on St. Toavoid the aforementioned contamination, i.e., to prevent the re-entry of waves into St, each term ' j x;t;T needs to be eliminated from the overall solution on the auxiliary domain E 1 ;E 2 when the extent of its retardation counted from inception becomes exactly T int . For a given j the proper moment of time for elimination of ' j x;t;Tist =j ,1+ jT + T int . Once we take out ' j x;t;Tatt =j ,1+ jT + T int , this term mayobviously be considered zero everywhere on E 1 ;E 2 for all subsequent moments as well. To take out the term ' j x;t;Twe need to interrupt the time-marching at t =j , 1+ jT + T int , then go back to the inception momentoff j x;t;T, whichist =j ,1+ jT , and independently integrate problem 2.10 for a particular j on E 1 ;E 2 from t 0 =j , 1+ jT to t 2 =j , 1+ jT + T int . The result should then be subtracted from the time-marching solution at t = t 2 in the correct sense, i.e., both ' and @' @t rather their discrete counterparts should be a ected. Alternatively,wemay notice that when integrating problem 2.10 from t 0 =j ,1+ jT till t 2 =j ,1+ jT + T int , the wave equation will, in fact, be homogeneous on a substantial portion of this time interval because f j x;t;T = 0 for t t 1 =j +1+ jT . Consequently, instead of marching equation 2.10 over the entire time interval of length T int , wemay actually marchit only from t 0 =j ,1+ jT till t 1 =j +1+ jT , then Fourier transform the discrete solution and advance it till t 2 =j , 1+ jT + T int by raising the corresponding ampli cation factors to the appropriate power.
Numerically, this approach appears muchcheaper, especially if it relies on highly e cient FFT subroutines.
The new version of the lacunae-based algorithm has obviously been designed so that to exactly reproduce the solution obtained with the original version of Section 2.3. The only di erence is in the method of computation: Continuous time-marching in the periodic setup with cyclic subtractions of the retarded contributions versus separate computation of partial solutions driven by di erent components of the RHS. Consequently, the new version will posses the same properties as the original one. Foremost, it will provide for the temporally uniform grid convergence. Besides, it will obviously have linear computational complexity with respect to the grid dimension. The cost of the FFT-based evolution in time distributed over the corresponding number of time steps is even less than linear if calculated per time step. Finally, the algorithm will be universal in the sense that one will be able to build it as a modi cation of any consistent and stable nite-di erence scheme. It will preserve the convergence rate of the original scheme while making the convergence uniform in time.
Numerical
Demonstrations. To actually demonstrate that the lacunae-based algorithm is an appropriate procedure that does deliver according to its theoretical design properties, we present some numerical results for the wave equation. For our simulations, we assume axial symmetry and employ the r;z cylindrical coordinates so that to account for the three-dimensional e ects using two-dimensional geometry. Accordingly, equation 2.1 becomes: 
2.16
The mathematical formulation of the problem obviously requires no boundary conditions at r =0. However, for the purpose of subsequently building a discrete scheme see below we notice that the natural assumption of 'r;z;t being a bounded smooth function, along with the axial symmetry, immediately imply that @' @r r=0 =0. Consequently, the Taylor expansion for ' Transformation 2.18 introduces the new coordinate system r;;. The origin of this new coordinate system moves with the speed k along the z-axis of the original coordinate system. In other words, at every given t it is positioned at z = kt in the original frame of reference. In implementing transformation 2.18, we will always need to assume that k c , as has also been suggested in Section 2.2. The key property of the Lorentz' transform 2.18 is that it does not change the form of the wave equation 2.1 and consequently, 2.15 and 2.17, see, e.g., 25 . As such, let us introduce an arbitrary function of time = t, t = 0 for t 0, so that it also be smooth on the entire R. Next, we de ne To use it for testing the numerical algorithm we need to remove the singularity. For that, let us rst introduce the actual domain St. In all the experiments that follow, the domain St is a sphere of diameter d with its center at the origin of the new coordinate system: fr =0;z= ktg. As such, this spherical domain moves uniformly along the z-axis, whichobviously helps us keep the axial symmetry intact. As has been mentioned, the speed of this motion is subsonic," k c , which conforms to one of the key requirements for building the lacunae-based algorithm previously put forward in Section 2.2. We employ three di erent explicit central-di erence schemes in our simulations. In all three cases we To obtain the scheme on the axis of symmetry l = 0 in this case, we need to approximate equation 2.23c
For all three schemes, 2.21, 2.22, and 2.23, setting the discrete boundary conditions 2.16 on the outer boundary of the auxiliary domain 0;R ,Z=2;Z=2 is straightforward. An extra boundary condition is needed for the fourth-order approximation. As it basically does not matter what boundary conditions we use on the outer boundary of the auxiliary domain see Section 2.2, we simply set ' n Nr,1;m = 0 in addition to ' n Nr;m =0. Regarding the time step , all three schemes are explicit and as such, there is a Courant-type stability constraint.
As has been mentioned, we present the results of numerical computations that follow in order to corroborate the theoretical design properties of the lacunae-based algorithm, i.e., to show the temporally uniform grid convergence on long time intervals. For that purpose, we conduct a grid re nement study, i.e., approximate the exact solution 2.20 on a sequence of successively more ne grids. In so doing, the time step for the two second-order schemes 2.21 and 2.22 is always reduced with the same rate as the corresponding spatial sizes h r and h z ; and the time step for the fourth-order scheme 2.23 is reduced twice as fast i.e., by a factor of four every time h r and h z are reduced by a factor of two so that to demonstrate the fourth-order overall convergence in the end. The computations in each case were run till the dimensionless time t = 200d=c, i.e., for 200 times the time interval required for a wave to cross the domain. This certainly quali es as long term" from the standpointofany conceivable application. ; the overlap parameter = 1=2. The functions t and Qr on the intervals of their variation from 0to1 are built as polynomials of degree 9 with only odd powers included, which guarantees four continuous derivatives in transition to the constant either 0 or 1. The function t is de ned as follows: t = , 1+ , where P t is, again, a polynomial of degree 9 that decays smoothly from 1 to 0 on the interval 0; 1 four continuous derivatives. Finally, to subtract every ' j from the overall solution at the proper moment t = j , 1+ jT + T int , we rst march equation 2.10 from t = j , 1+ jT till t = j +1+ jT and then use Fourier expansion in z and expansion with respect to the corresponding discrete eigenfunctions calculated numerically in r to advance it further till t =j , 1+ jT + T int .
In Figure 2 .2 we show error pro les more precisely, natural logarithm of the relative error on the domain St in the maximum norm as it depends on the dimensionless time on all three grids for both second-order schemes 2.21 and 2.22. In Figure 2 .3, similar curves are shown for the fourth-order scheme 2.23. From these gures we conclude that indeed no error is accumulated in the course of computations because all error pro les are at throughout the entire 200 d=c time interval. Thus, the solution does not deteriorate as time elapses. Figure 2 .2 also shows that every time the grid is re ned by a factor of two the error drops by approximately a factor of four, which indicates the second-order convergence. Similarly, Figure 2 .3 shows that every time the grid is re ned by a factor of two the error drops by approximately a factor of sixteen, which is an indication of the fourth-order convergence. Consequently,we can conclude that numerical experiments fully corroborate the theoretical design properties of the algorithm. 3. Lacunae-Based ABCs for the Wave Equation. The lacunaebased algorithm of Section 2 provides avenue for constructing the ABCs for a class of problems that reduce to the homogeneous wave equation in the far eld. Weschematically depict the geometric setup for one such problem in Figure 3 .1, assuming for simplicity that there is no source motion, k = 0, and the computational domain is stationary. We emphasize though that this is not a limitation, and that the actual ABCs will be constructed and tested for the general case of a moving computational domain, while the law of motion can be arbitrary, see Section 2.1. The problem to be solved on the bounded interior domain, i.e., in the near eld, see Figure 3 .1, may involve some complex phenomena whose nature, however, is not essential for the current discussion. 4 We only require that the overall combined formulation of the problem be uniquely solvable and well posed under the assumption of radiation of waves in the far eld from Stto ward in nity, where the problem is assumed to be governed by the homogeneous wave equation. The role of the ABCs as mentioned in Section 1 is to provide a closure for the truncated problem solved on the actual computational domain St. This closure has to ensure that the corresponding nite-domain solution recovered with the help of the ABCs be close to ideally, exactly the same as the solution of the original non-truncated problem restricted to the bounded domain, see 2 .
In the wave propagation framework adopted in this paper, one can say that the ABCs have to replace the entire far eld, i.e., everything beyond the bounded interior domain St, so that the resulting arti cial boundary be completely transparent for all the outgoing i.e., radiated waves. We also note that the incoming waves, provided that they are meaningful for a particular setup, can, in fact, be taken into account through the boundary conditions as well, but we do not discuss this issue here for the reason of simplicity.
3.1. Preliminary Considerations in the Continuous Framework. Let ' c = ' c x;t be a solution to the aforementioned combined problem. In the far eld, i.e., outside St, the function ' c x;t satis es the homogeneous wave equation. We also assume for simplicity that the solution ' c x;t smoothly originates from zero" at t = 0, i.e., turns into zero along with its rst derivative in much the same way as the solution 'x;t of 2.1, 2.2 does. This assumption, in fact, will present no limitation when constructing the ABCs. The argument is the same as the one that allows us to relax the assumption of homogeneityof initial conditions when building the original lacunae-based algorithm, see 23 .
Let us nowintroduce a special multiplier function that is again schematically shown in Figure 3 .1. This function = x ;t is de ned for all those x and t, for which the solution ' c x;t makes sense. We rst require that 8t 0; 8x 6 2 St:x;t 1, or in other words, that the multiplier be identically equal to one everywhere outside the computational domain St for all times. We also require that the multiplier be identically equal to zero, x;t 0, on most of the domain St again, for every t except next to its boundary from the interior side. An example of the narrow near-boundary transition region, where the multiplier x;t changes its value from zero to one, is shaded on Figure 3 .1. What is important, we require that the multiplier x ;t be a su ciently smooth function with respect to both x and t, which essentially means that the transition within the shaded region on Figure 3 .1 has to be smooth. Regarding the time dependency of x;t, once the domain Stmoves according to a prescribed law, the construction of the multiplier has to trace that motion. If the computational domain is stationary, St S0, then the multiplier still may, but does not have to, depend on time.
Next, we apply the wave operator 2 @ 2 @t 2 , c 2 of 2.1 to the function x;t ' c x;t, which is de ned everywhere, i.e., both inside and outside St. 5 We will obviously have:
2' c = The function gx;t of 3.1 may generally speaking di er from zero only in the foregoing near-boundary transition region; it is zero outside St because the function ' c coincides there with the solution ' c of the homogeneous wave equation; it is also zero inside St because = 0 there. On Figure 3 .1 the non-zero portion of gx;t is identi ed as the right-hand side RHS.
We can now consider the problem 2.1, 2.2 with the function gx;t of 3.1 substituted instead of the generic RHS fx;t. The key fact that we will need for constructing the ABCs, and that follows immediately from the unique solvability of the Cauchy problem for the wave equation, is that the solution to this problem will coincide with x;t ' c x;teverywhere. What will be of particular importance to us is that as such, this solution will coincide with ' c x;t outside St for all times, because x ;t 1 there. In other words, we have replaced all of the interior problem on St no matter how complex it may be by the special near-boundary source function gx;t so that the corresponding far-eld portion of the solution, i.e., the wave-radiation solution outside St, remains totally una ected. Later on, see Sections 3.2 and 3.3, this reduction interpreted in the discrete framework will be used for setting the ABCs. The idea is to use the exterior solution obtained in an alternativeway through integrating the near-boundary sources as a closure for the interior problem solved on the nite computational domain.
3.2. The Concept of Discrete ABCs. To construct the ABCs for a nite-di erence scheme that approximates the problem described in the beginning of Section 3, we will employ the considerations similar to those of Section 3.1, but on the discrete level. As a helpful illustration, we will rst consider here a one-dimensional model example, 6 and then, in the next Section 3.3, showhow to build the ABCs for the actual multidimensional wave propagation problems. Assume that we are solving a onedimensional combined problem on the entire R. The computational domain St S i.e., the near eld" is xed, it is the half-line x 0 more precisely,itisfx; tj x 0; t 0g; its complement RnS represents the far eld," which is to be truncated and replaced with the ABCs. As such, the ABCs are to be set at the interface x =0. In accordance with the previous discussion, we also assume that the far eld is governed by the one-dimensional homogeneous wave equation constructed on the rectangular grid of variables x and t with sizes h and = h=c respectively, using the ve-node stencil shown in Figure 3 .2. Note, all the schemes used for simulations in Section 2.5, see 2.21, 2.22, and 2.23, are of the same central-di erence explicit three-level type. This, however, is by no means a limitation | the ABCs can be constructed for anytype of discretization.
To create the discrete near-boundary sources similar to those of Section 3.1, and eventually set the discrete ABCs, we will need to be able to apply inside S the same nite-di erence wave operator of 3.2b as the one we are using on RnS. As such, we formally extend the exterior discretization, i.e., the rectangular grid with h cells, into the interior domain S,a sshown in Figure 3 .2. We re-emphasize, however, that this is done only for the arti cial" purpose of building the ABCs. The actual governing equation in the near eld, i.e., on S,asw ell as its discrete counterpart, may be more complex than the wave equations 3.2 above. In fact, neither the scheme stencil nor the grid used for computations in the near eld havetobe the same as those in the far eld although, they, of course, may. We only require that the exterior scheme 3.2b with the stencil shown on Figure 3 .2 be applicable till x = 0. And all we need to know from the standpoint of setting the ABCs, is that the overall combined problem near eld and far eld is uniquely solvable and well-posed.
Let us now consider all nodes of the aforementioned rectangular grid that belong to S on all time levels, i.e., those for which x j jh 0. We denote this set of grid nodes by N + ; the complementary set that consists of all nodes from RnS, i.e., those, for which x j 0, is denoted by N , , see Figure 3 .2. If we formally apply the ve-node stencil of the scheme 3.2b to each node from N + , then this stencil is obviously going to sweep one more vertical row of nodes, which already belongs to N , i.e., to RnS, and which is denoted by , on Figure 3 .2. Reciprocally,ifwe apply the stencil to every node in N , , it will also sweep the nodes + that are already in N + . The two-layer grid structure = + , will be called the grid boundary; it represents on the discrete level the continuous interface between S and RnS, which is the vertical line x =0.
Next, we assume that weintegrate the interior problem one time step after another, and that we already know the discrete solution ' h S on the domain S,a swell as the values of ' n on the grid boundary ,upto a certain time level n in particular, n may be equal to zero, which corresponds to the initial conditions. 7 These data obviously allowustoadv ance the next time step n +1on + and everywhere inside S; in so doing, the outermost interior location + on the level n + 1 is computed byscheme 3.2b using the stencil shown in Figure 3 .2. These data, however, already do not allowustocalculate the discrete solution ' h at , on the level n +1. And if this value ' n+1 , is not known, then we cannot advance further to level n +2. Therefore, we conclude that the function of the ABCs in the discrete framework will be to provide the missing boundary values of the solution at , on all time levels, one after another, starting from n =1. This indeed constitutes the closure of the discrete system solved on S.
To provide the foregoing missing boundary value ' n+1 , for a given n,w e recall that even so wedonot know the discrete solution on level n +1 beyond + i.e, we do not know ' n+1 N , , we do know that the solution ' h S can be complemented on N , to a solution of equation 3.2b on all time levels till n +1. For our purposes, we will only need the existence of this complement rather than its actual representation. Let us nowintroduce a multiplier function similar to that wehave used in Section 3.1. The near-boundary interior transition region for this multiplier is schematically shown by the shaded area on Next, similarly to Section 3.1, we apply the discrete wave operator 2 h of 3.2b to the modi ed solution is de ned up to the level n + 1, the result g h will be de ned up to the level n. Analogously 7 We use the subscript S"in' h S rather than N + " to emphasize that the actual interior discrete solution may be computed on a di erent grid. Notice, we can claim that the result in 3.3 is zero on N , only because nothing has been modi ed by on + and beyond. As such, we are simply using the fact that ' h c is a solution to the homogeneous equation outside the computational domain, and we do not need to know the explicit form of this solution.
Finally,we solve the non-homogeneous counterpart to equation 3.2b driven by the RHS g h of 3.3 everywhere on N + N , ; this will be henceforth referred to as solving the auxiliary problem. According to our construction, solving the auxiliary problem will allow us, in particular, to recover the value of ' n+1 , , which was not known previously, and which can now be supplied to the interior scheme as the missing boundary value. This means that we will have provided the ABCs for the interior problem, because in so doing we complete the time level n + 1 and facilitate advancing the next level n +2.
The are several important comments to be made regarding the foregoing ABCs' algorithm. At a rst glance, the new formulation simply does not change much from the standpoint of solving the original in nitedomain problem. Indeed, all wehave done is replaced the interior problem by the arti cial near-boundary sources so that the exterior solution remain una ected. Then, we suggested to use this exterior solution to close the interior discretization. However, obtaining this solution, i.e., solving the auxiliary problem, basically brings along the exact same set of complications that wehave been trying to avoid byintroducing the ABCs. Indeed, the domain of the auxiliary problem N + N , is still unbounded and as such, special treatment will be required for its numerical solution.
There is, however, a fundamental di erence. The new auxiliary problem is linear throughout the entire space, and it is driven by known sources that are compactly supported inside the computational domain S. Consequently, the lacunae-based algorithm of Section 2 appears to be a most natural tool to solve it. 8 Employing the lacunae-based algorithm immediately implies that the domain of the auxiliary problem becomes bounded. Moreover, the su ciently retarded" sources do not contribute to its solution see Section 2, i.e., only a limited extent of temporal pre-history of the solution will be needed to sustain the continuous time marching no matter how far in time we would like to advance the solution. In other words, the missing boundary value for the interior discretization ' n+1 , can be obtained using only nite computer resources in terms of both memory and number of arithmetic operations. Furthermore, these resources say, per time level will not increase no matter for how long wemay need to run the computation, i.e., how large n may become. In this sense, the proposed ABCs become true ABCs," i.e., the procedure that guarantees the appropriate closure of the truncated problem with only nite non-growing amount of computer resources required. In addition to that, we are guaranteed that the ABCs as a part of the overall algorithm will not contribute toward the buildup of numerical error during long runs.
The proposed ABCs can obviously be implemented via alternating interior exterior steps. Namely,we advance one time step in the interior including + assuming that all the data that we need from the previous time levels are available. The resulting newly calculated time level will be the only one to which the multiplier has not been applied yet. Wemultiply it by , and then apply the direct operator thus obtaining the right-hand side g h , see 3.3, on one more time level as well. Finally, we perform one step of the lacunae-based integration of the auxiliary problem driven by g h and obtain the missing boundary value for the interior problem. Then, the procedure cyclically repeats itself. Summarizing, we can say that having advanced the interior solution, we then generate a new contribution to the RHS of the auxiliary problem and subsequently advance its solution, which, in turn, allows us to calculate the next interior step.
An important observation, which is easy to make, is that the missing boundary value '
n+1
, that the ABCs provide does not, of course, depend on the actual shape of the multiplier in the transition region. Indeed, is de ned so that it does not alter the solution on the grid boundary . Consequently, when we rst apply the direct operator to ' , on the previous time levels, see 3.4, involves all of the latter, from ' n all the way back till n = 0. However, the use of the lacunae in three space dimensions will allow us to truncate 3.4 and leave only several levels that immediately precede n +1; the number of the levels involved will be xed and will not increase with the increase of n. As such, temporal non-localityofthe ABCs will be limited, and this will not be a consequence of any approximation, but rather an implication of the fundamental properties of the problem. We also note that the representation of the ABCs in the form 3.4 serves primarily the reason of convenience and compactness in notations. In fact, the coe cients of the linear form l never need to be known explicitly except, possibly, when multiple interior problems are solved with the same exterior model means same grid, same geometry, same scheme. In this case it may be bene cial to calculate the form l once and ahead of time, compared to the straightforward calculation of ' n+1 , many times according to the procedure outlined above.
It is also importanttomention that boundary condition 3.4 can be obtained in the framework of a general unsteady ABCs' methodology proposed byRyaben'kii in 24 see also older work 26 for a variety of problems, including multidimensional cases, domains of varying shape, and di erenttypes of schemes | explicit as well as implicit. Work 24,26 describes the theoretical construction of the ABCs per se, and does not address any issues related to the actual computations for example, using lacunae-based integration, as proposed in the current paper. The methodology of 24,26 relies on the concepts of generalized potentials and boundary projection operators of Calderon's type obtained and implemented in the discrete framework by means of the di erence potentials method, see 27 29 . In this perspective, the ABCs of 24, 26 , and boundary condition 3.4 in particular, can be interpreted as discrete counterparts to Calderon's boundary equations with projections in the unsteady case. In the following Section 3.3 we will describe a direct approach to obtaining multidimensional ABCs on moving boundaries, with no explicit use of the apparatus of Calderon's projections, and will also show how to apply the lacunae-based algorithm to perform the computations needed for these boundary conditions.
To conclude this section, we emphasize that even so ' n+1 , obtained according to 3.4 formally does not depend on the shape of the multiplier inside S, we still need to have this multiplier smooth. In other words, we could not have used, e.g., a step function, instead of . The reason is that non-smoothness will ruin lacunae in the discrete solution see Section 2 and 23 for more detail and consequently, we will no longer be able to use the lacunae-based integration for solving the auxiliary problem and as such, setting the ABCs.
3.3. General Construction of Discrete ABCs. Similarly to the setup of Section 2, wenow consider a domain St 2 R 3 that has nite diameter d for all times, and other than that may travel in space according to a prescribed law with the only limitation that its maximum speed be subsonic: k c. St will be the computational domain, or near eld. In the far eld, i.e., outside St, we assume that our model is governed by the homogeneous wave equation: As we have discussed, inside St the solution ' = 'x;t may be governed by a more complex equation system, but all we need to assume is that the overall problem be uniquely solvable and well posed under the condition of waves' radiation toward in nity. For simplicity,we also assume homogeneity of the initial data everywhere, which is, however, not a limitation see 23 .
Let us nowintroduce the discretization grid for equation 3.5. In principle, we need this grid only in the far eld, i.e., outside St, because the interior problem may be discretized in a di erentway, as indicated before. As, however, wehave also seen, to obtain the ABCs we need to set up the auxiliary problem for the non-homogeneous counterpart of equation 3.5 driven by the special near-boundary sources. The auxiliary problem is to be formulated and solved on the entire space. As such, weintroduce the grid for the linear wave equation on the entire R 3 0; 1aswell. We denote by N the collection of all grid nodes in R 3 0; 1, on whichweevaluate the solution '. Since 3.5 is an evolution equation, it is convenient to consider N as a composition of spatially aligned grid hyper-planes: N = N 0 N 1 ::: N n :::. Each N n is a spatial grid on R 3 , and we emphasize that they may, but do not have to, be the same on di erent levels n.
Let the individual nodes of the grid N be denoted by n. Equation 3.5 is approximated by a nitedi erence scheme, whichwe assume, of course, to be consistent and stable: X n2Nm a mn ' n =0: 3.6
In 3.6, N m denotes the stencil attributed to the node m, and a mn are the corresponding coe cients. When wesay that the stencil is attributed to a particular node, we mean that the residuals of the discrete equation are evaluated at this particular grid location. In regard to this, we note that the residuals of the discretized equation 3.5 may, but do not have to, be evaluated on the same grid N. To preserve the generalityof the discussion, we assume that there is another, di erent, grid M in R 3 0; 1, on which we keep the residuals, as well as the right-hand sides, if any, of the discrete wave equation. The subscript m in equation 3.6 basically refers to this grid: m 2M. In the one-dimensional example of Section 3.2, both grids N and M were simply the same, and we did not have to distinguish between the two. To give an example of the opposite type, we mention the Yee scheme, see 30 , which is one of the primary tools for discretizing the Maxwell's equations, 9 and whichinvolves staggering in both space and time.
Next, weintroduce two subsets of nodes of the grid N. Let the level N n correspond to the actual moment of time t n . For every n,we de ne N + n as the set of all those and only nodes on this level that belong to the Clearly, N , = NnN + .
In our de nition of the scheme, see 3.6, wehave identi ed the stencil N m with the grid location m, at which the residual is evaluated. From here on, we will assume for simplicity that the scheme 3.6 is explicit. In this case, there is only one non-zero coe cient a mn on the upper time level of the stencil N m .
We will denote the corresponding grid node byn, and when it may not cause confusion, we will refer to the same stencil as either N m or Nn. It will also be convenienttointroduce the four-dimensional space-time vector b =n ,m. The meaning of this vector is that is de nes the relative position of the noden, at which the upper-level coe cient is non-zero: a mn 6 = 0, with respect to the center" of the stencil m. This vector is obviously constant, it depends only on the local structure of the stencil, and does not depend on where exactly on the grid this stencil is applied at every given moment. In the one-dimensional example considered previously,wewould have b = ; 0. Let us now apply the stencil Nn to every noden 2 N + ; in so doing, the stencil obviously sweeps the entire grid N + ,aswell as a portion of the grid N , next to the interface, we will denote this portion by , :
On Figure 3. 3, we present a onedimensional illustration 10 similar to that in Figure 3 .2 for the case of a uniform motion of the computational domain, when the space-time trajectory of the boundary is a straight line the set , is denoted by small circles. From the standpoint of implementation, the values of the solution at the nodes , are exactly those that need to be provided by the ABCs from the exterior side so that to be able to calculate the solution at every interior node n 2N + using the scheme 3.6. Reciprocally, the stencil Nn applied to every noden 2N , sweeps additional nodes + N + , see bullets" on The set + complements , to the complete grid structure known as the grid boundary see 28 :
The grid boundary is a multi-layer fringe of nodes two-layer fringe in the particular case of a second-order scheme with the stencil depicted in Figure 3 .3 that is located near the continuous boundary and straddles it in some sense cf. to Section 3.2.
To proceed with the construction of the ABCs, we will need to assume hereafter that the region of linearity, i.e., the area where the solution of the overall combined problem is governed by the linear homogeneous wave equation, extends a little bit" to the interior of the computational domain Sta swell. More precisely, this region will be assumed to extend inward at least as far as the entire grid boundary . This obviously presents no limitation from any standpoint. The multiplier = x ;t in this case is required to be identically equal to one, x ;t 1, not only outside St, but also inside | again, to the extentof + . As such, the transition region for the multiplier, whichisschematically shown by the darker gray shading on Figure 3 .3, is shifted away from the boundary of St. To actually build the ABCs, we will perform the same procedure as outlined in Section 3.2. What we actually need in the discrete framework is to obtain the missing exterior boundary values of the solution ' n+1 , on every time level n + 1, or in other words, to complete this time level, so that to be able to advance the next time step. To do that, we take the solution already computed inside St up to the level n +1, multiply it by and then apply the discrete operator 2 h everywhere. In doing so we assume, as mentioned before, that starting from outward, the solution satis es the discrete homogeneous wave equation. In the general case that we are looking at now, an application of the operator 2 h brings us from the grid N to the grid M. The construction of the grid boundary and multiplier guarantees that on all time levels up to n the near-boundary arti cial sources g Formula 3.7 suggests that in addition to the actual interface between the domains, i.e., the boundary of St, it will also be convenient to consider another space-time trajectory obtained from this original interface by the constant displacement ,b,itisshown by the dash-dotted line in Figure 3 .3. The right-hand side g h will be zero on M everywhere outside this new displaced boundary, and will di er from zero right next to it on the interior side. On Figure 3 .3, weschematically showby the lighter gray shading the region where we still have = 1 but the RHS g h may already di er from zero. Note, in the example of Section 3.2 be did not need to consider the displaced interface because the domain Stw as stationary and the displacement b was parallel to the time axis: b = ; 0. Another important case when the two boundaries would coincide isn = m , b = 0. However, we cannot generally assume that for time-dependent problems.
On the other hand, we mention that the grid boundaries originally introduced in 27, 28 and previous publications byRyaben'kii for the solution of steady-state problems using di erence potentials method, have been constructed so that just the center m of the stencil N m where the residuals are evaluated would sweep a given grid subdomain and as such, generate the aforementioned fringe of nodes next to the continuous boundary.
Let us now make a few remarks of explanatory nature regarding the structure of the grid boundary .
It obviously depends only on the type of the stencil N m and geometry of the actual continuous boundary that it straddles. From the de nition of is is easy to see that once wehave a solution to the homogeneous equation on and everywhere in the exterior, and operate by 2 h on this solution, then we can guarantee without actual calculation that the result will be zero for all m 2M: m + b 2N , . However, we cannot touch" even one single node from so that not to lose this property. If, for example, we allow for an alteration via 6 = 1 of a node from + see Figure 3 .3, it will necessarily a ect the exterior RHS. The latter may, generally speaking, become non-zero at some nodes m 2M : m + b 2N , , and we will no longer be able to actually calculate it because we do not knowanything about the exterior solution beyond except that it satis es the homogeneous equation. We see, therefore, that it would ruin the entire derivation. On the other hand, the construction of the grid boundary is consistent in the sense that to calculate the actual non-zero near boundary sources for those m 2M , for which m + b 2N + , it is su cient to know the solution only on and further inward, nothing outside needs to be known. As for the values ' h , that are still needed, those are provided by the ABCs' algorithm on every time level and as such, are available on all subsequent levels for calculating the source terms g h of the auxiliary problem. Having outlined the construction of the grid boundary and near-boundary sources g h in the general case, we build the actual ABCs' algorithm in much the same way as described previously. We perform the alternating interior exterior steps: First advance one step in the interior, then apply and calculate one more level of the sources g h , and nally make one step of the lacunae-based integration of the auxiliary problem driven by these sources see Section 2, thereby providing the missing data for advancing the next interior step. Then, the procedure cyclically repeats itself. To solve the auxiliary problem in this general case, we will obviously need a full-edged version of the lacunae-based algorithm see Section 2 that accounts for the motion of the sources and employs periodic boundary conditions in space and continuous time-marching with cyclic subtraction of the retarded contributions. As has been shown, implementation of the lacunaebased integration technique guarantees that the domain of the auxiliary problem will be bounded, and the computer resources needed for the ABCs will be nite and will not grow with time. Other properties of the ABCs outlined in Section 3.2, namely, independency on the shape of the multiplier , and possibilityto express the boundary values on the current time level as a linear function of the values on the previous levels, see 3.4 , hold in the general framework of this section as well. Because of the lacunae, the aforementioned linear form will depend only on the nite non-increasing number of the preceding time levels n, essentially those included in the summation 2.11 once this formula is discretized on the grid N . This means that the temporal nonlocality of the ABCs will be limited. As for the multiplier , it has to be chosen su ciently smooth so that to maintain good quality of the lacunae in the discrete solution, see Section 4.
Numerical Experiments with the ABCs. 4.1. The Wave Equation with Known Exact Solution.
The rst case that we analyze in the framework of the ABCs is actually the exact same problem that we solved in Section 2.5. It is the wave equation driven by a compactly supported oscillatory source in straightforward uniform motion. The exact solution of the problem was obtained using the Lorentz transform. The key di erence between the current approach and that of Section 2.5 is that previously wehave applied the lacunae-based algorithm directly to the original problem. Here, we rather decompose the problem into the near eld St and far eld R 3 nS t, even so both are governed by the same wave equation. The integration in the near eld is then performed by the conventional time marching. The exterior closure needed to sustain this time marching is provided by the discrete ABCs on the boundary of St. The ABCs are constructed on the basis of the procedure outlined above | through the lacunae-based integration of the arti cial near-boundary sources.
Similarly to Section 2.5, we have implemented three di erent schemes 2.21, 2.22, and 2.23, and every time integrated the problem till the dimensionless time has reached t = 200 d=c. The multiplier = r;z;tw as constructed so that to have four continuous derivatives with respect to all its arguments.
Smooth transition from 0 to 1 was obtained with the help of algebraic polynomials of degree 9 similar to those used in Section 2.5. The extent of the transition region has varied slightly between di erent cases with no noticeable e ect on the quality of the solution. For all computational variants that wehave considered it was within the range of several grid cells typically, eight to ten, see Section 4.4 for further detail. , and 256512; all geometric parameters, grid sizes, parameters that control the partition 2.7, as well as the actual exact solution 2.19, 2.20, against which we compare our numerical results, were taken exactly the same as before. We only note that in this case partition 2.7 applies to the arti cial near-boundary sources needed for constructing of the ABCs, rather than the original right-hand side f that drives equation 2.15.
An obvious observation which is easy to make is that Figures 4.1a, 4 .1b, and 4.2, look practically indistinguishable from Figures 2.2a, 2 .2b, and 2.3, respectively. In other words, the actual levels of the error on corresponding grids are essentially the same. As such, we conclude that in this most simple case the introduction of the ABCs makes the outer boundary of the computational domain completely transparent for all the outgoing waves. This is equivalenttosaying that the external boundary generates no re ection or alternatively, that any imperfections associated with the treatment of the outer boundary can always be kept on or below the level of the truncation error pertinent to the interior discretization. In this sense, the discrete lacunae-based ABCs that wehave constructed can be regarded as an ideal closure of the interior nite-di erence scheme. Experimentally, this is corroborated by the fact of non-deteriorating convergence of the scheme with the theoretically prescribed rate to the specially constructed exact solution of wave-radiation type on the computational domain St. 4 .2. Nonuniform Motion of the Source. The exact solution 2.19 of the wave equation driven by a point source in straightforward uniform motion was obtained in Section 2.5 using Lorentz' transform. The same solution could, of course, have been obtained by directly applying the Kirchho integral 2.3. The integration would require calculating explicitly the location, at which the trajectory of the source intersects the characteristic cone, and would lead to the same analytic result through a somewhat more complex derivation. In this section, we consider a somewhat more complex case of straightforward nonuniform i.e., accelerated motion of the source.
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The Lorentz transform will obviously not apply in this case, but the Kirchho integral can still be used for obtaining the exact solution. However, for the general accelerated motion it may be impossible to analytically nd the intersection of the characteristic cone with the source trajectory. Basically, it will require numerical computation, thus making the resulting exact solution only semi-analytic." As such, to analyze the case of the accelerated motion, we have rather chosen a fulledged numerical approach. First we calculate a ne-grid reference solution using the original lacunae-based algorithm of Section 2, and then compare against it the solutions obtained with the ABCs on coarser grids. Notice, the temporal behavior of this source function has been purposely chosen su ciently complex; the frequency of the magnitude oscillations and that associated with the motion are incommensurable. Equation 2.15 driven by the RHS 4.1 was integrated on the ne grid of dimension 512 1024 till t =50d=c using the lacunae-based algorithm of Section 2 implemented with the fourth-order scheme 2.23.
Wehavechosen here a shorter time interval compared to those wehave used for previous demonstrations Sections 2.5 and 4.1 so that not to make the computation of the reference solution excessively expensive. This interval is still quite su cient for experimentally judging the convergence, see Figure 4 .3 below. Having computed the ne-grid reference solution, we then integrated the same problem on a collection of coarser grids using the ABCs and compared the results with this reference solution. In so doing, wehave employed only the two node-centered schemes: The second-order scheme 2.22 and the fourth-order scheme 2.23. The reason is that when both the ne-grid solution and the coarse-grid solution are calculated using a nodecentered scheme, it is very easy to compare them point-wise e.g., taking every other, every fourth, etc., node of the ne grid. In contradistinction to that, if we were to calculate a coarser-grid solution using the cell-centered scheme 2.21, then to compare it against the reference solution wewould have had to use interpolation on the grid. This has a potential of contaminating the results because of the interpolation error, therefore we did not perform the aforementioned comparison for scheme 2.21. with no ABCs, rather using the original lacunae-based algorithm of Section 2 as we did when computing the reference solution. On Figure 4 .4, we compare the results with the exact solution. As expected, scheme 2.22 converges uniformly in time with the second order see Figure 4 .4a, and scheme 2.23 | with the fourth order see Figure 4 .4b. Comparing Figure 4 .3a against Figure 4 .4a we conclude that for the second-order scheme 2.22, the introduction of the ABCs again gives rise to no re ection backinto the computational domain i.e., no re ection beyond the level of the truncation error in the interior, cf. Section 4.1. As concerns the fourthorder scheme 2.23, one can still notice slight di erences between the respective curves on Figures 4.3b and 4.4b. The di erence is most visible for the nest grid 256 512, less visible for the medium grid 128 256, and non-existent for the coarsest grid 64 128. This indicates that a small amount of re ections due to the ABCs may be present in the solution, although the actual elevation of the error on Figure 4 .4b compared to 4.4aissolow that we can regard these re ections negligible anyway. Nonetheless, the discrepancy between the corresponding curves needs to be accounted for. We attribute it to the higher sensitivity of the fourthorder algorithm to the quality of the discrete lacunae. This phenomenon is commented on in Section 4.4; it is not of the fundamental nature, the quality of the lacunae can rather be controlled by appropriately choosing the parameters of the numerical procedure, more precisely, the shape and smoothness of the multiplier .
Summarizing for the case of accelerated motion, we see that the solution of non-deteriorating quality on long time intervals can still be successfully computed using the lacunae-based ABCs. To the best of our knowledge, no other ABCs' methodology available in the literature can handle arti cial boundaries of domains that move with acceleration while always keeping the re ections on or below the level of truncation error that pertains to a given interior discretization. 4 .3. Variable Speed of Sound. For the last set of numerical experiments that we present in the paper, wewanted to pick up a case that would supposedly be more prone to the buildup of numerical error inside the computational domain St. At the same time, wewanted to keep the computational setup in line" with the previous experiments, see Sections 2.5, 4.1, and 4.2. In this connection, we notice that all the schemes that wehave been using for numerical demonstrations previously were of explicit central-di erence type. Consequently, the associated discretization error was of primarily dispersive nature. In the example of the current section, we will arti cially increase the numerical dispersion inside the computational domain St and experimentally assess the performance of the combined methodology interior scheme and the ABCs for this case. We should note, however, that the use of the ABCs is certainly not limited to the aforementioned class of the schemes.
It is known that numerical dispersion for central-di erence schemes is more visible for more suboptimal"
Courantnumbers. In other words, the further below the stability limit the Courantnumber is, the more dispersive the numerical waves become. In particular, it is easy to see that the one-dimensional secondorder scheme 3.2b is exact, and simply reduces to pure propagation along the characteristics, when the Courantnumber c h is equal to 1. Reducing this number will introduce dispersion of numerical waves. Of course, the convergence of the scheme still implies that the phase shift for every given frequency will become smaller as the grid sizes becomes smaller. The analysis of the one-dimensional case also indicates that in multi-dimensional settings numerical dispersion is unavoidable. This is easy to understand already from the following qualitative consideration: To guarantee stability for all the waves propagating at an angle with respect to the grid lines one has to choose a smaller Courantnumber, which will necessarily appear suboptimal for those waves that propagate along the grid lines.
As has been mentioned, our intention now is to increase the numerical dispersion inside the computational domain and subsequently test the performance of the combined algorithm. To do that, we continuously reduce the speed of sound c from the peripheral areas of St to its center. As stability across the entire domain will still be limited by the maximum speed of sound, the corresponding Courantnumber near the center will be suboptimal. This will imply higher levels of dispersion closer to the domain center. This will also mean that any perturbation that originates in St will stay inside the domain longer compared to the previously analyzed cases of constant c. The explanation is obvious | the interior speed of propagation is lower. Consequently,wemay expect that every particular wave will accumulate more error before it leaves the domain St. We emphasize that accurate quanti cation of the aforementioned phenomena is not of the central interest for discussion in the current paper. Therefore, we do not attempt to quantify the foregoing considerations, especially as it may appear technically di cult in any non-trivial setting. However, even on the level of qualitative understanding of the mechanisms of numerical dispersion, it is certainly of interest to experimentally assess the performance of the scheme with the lacunae-based ABCs for the case of variable c.
For our actual computations, wehavechosen the following lawofvariation for the speed of sound inside the computational domain St:c 3 we obtain the source term fr;z;t that will obviously di er from that used previously in Sections 2.5 and 4.1. This new source term is still compactly supported on the domain St R 3 for all times, and it now drives the solution 2.20 on the entire space. As concerns the methodology for setting the ABCs, it remains exactly the same as before. Indeed, we point out that the variation of the speed of sound pertains to the original interior problem only. And the auxiliary problem that we solve for the purpose of setting the ABCs is by de nition formulated with the constant speed of sound throughout its entire domain. Figure 4 .4 in Section 4.2. As such, in making a conclusion that the ABCs in this case perform practically as well as they did in the previous cases, we rely on the foregoing experimental observation of temporally uniform convergence, as well as on the fact that the actual error levels on From the qualitative considerations above it follows that this case is supposed to be tougher" to compute, because the reduction in the speed of sound is more signi cant. In practice, this is manifested by noticeably more oscillatory error pro les, although we still clearly see that there is no deterioration of the solution in the long run. Besides, the actual levels of the error are somewhat higher compared to the corresponding curves on Figures 4.5a and b and Figure 4 .6. This is also expected because the numerical dispersion inside S t is supposed to be higher as well. 4.4. Implementation Notes. The foregoing algorithm of lacunae-based ABCs has several parameters that need to be tuned appropriately so that to obtain the best possible results. Most of the exibility associated with the algorithm resides in constructing the multipliers and arti cial nearboundary sources needed for computing the ABCs Section 3, as well as in choosing the parameters of the lacunae-based integration Section 2. We have not yet conducted a comprehensive study of how the corresponding parameters a ect the numerical procedure and as such, will only outline here some general trends.
As has been mentioned before, the multiplier has to be smooth in the transition region, see Figures 3.2 and 3.3 . Otherwise, lacunae of the continuous solution will not be reproduced su ciently accurately in the discrete solution of the auxiliary problem essentially because the scheme will lose consistency, see discussion in the end of Section 3.2. In most of our computations we have used an algebraic polynomial function with four continuous derivatives for multiplier, and the extent of the transition region was about ten grid cells. This has always been su cient for the second-order schemes. In other words, we could always obtain the temporally uniform second-order convergence with these settings, although we did not check, for example, whether or not it was possible to further reduce the extent of the transition region. As concerns the fourth-order convergence, we did see situations when the previous settings turned out somewhat insu cient e.g., in Section 4.2. This occurred mostly when going from the medium grid 128256 to the nest grid 256512. To maintain the convergence rate in this case, we had to use a wider transition region fteen cells and or a smoother multiplier ve continuous derivatives. This indicates that in general the algorithm of lacunae-based ABCs is sensitiveto the smoothness of the multiplier, as it is supposed to be. However, this sensitivity does not actually manifest itself before the error reaches su ciently low levels. As such, in practical computing one will most likely be able to use rather narrow transition regions, as well as multipliers with limited smoothness.
As concerns choosing the parameters of the lacunae-based integration see Section 2, there is at least one important observation that has been made experimentally. In theory, the contribution of a given fragment of the RHS can be subtracted from the overall solution as soon as the time interval T int has elapsed since its inception. In practice, it has been found useful to introduce the so-called aft front time gap , i.e., allow for a little extra time for the waves to propagate outward. This implies choosing a somewhat larger value for the period Z compared to the necessary minimum given by 2.6 so that by the time of subtraction, whichisT int + T int , the re ected waves will not have started re-entering the domain Sty et. Moreover, we can choose to introduce the actual front time gap as well, i.e., increase Z even further, so that by the time of subtraction of a given contribution the corresponding re ected waves still be at a small distance from St rather than right next to its boundary. Experimentally,wehave found that the aft front time gap a ects the qualityofthe solution stronger than the actual front time gap. However, the quantity in all our simulations was su ciently small anyway, about 4 of T int , and most likely it could be reduced even further. 5 . Conclusions. Wehave constructed and tested the algorithm for setting highly-accurate global articial boundary conditions in the problems of time-dependentwave propagation. The key building blockof the new ABCs is a special non-deteriorating numerical procedure that has been developed previously for the long-term integration of wave-radiation problems. The latter procedure is based on the presence of lacunae aft fronts of the waves in the three-dimensional wave-type solutions. The resulting lacunae-based ABCs are obtained directly for the discrete formulation of the problem and can complement any consistent and stable nite-di erence scheme. In so doing, neither a rational approximation of non-re ecting kernels, nor discretization of the continuous boundary conditions is required. The extent of temporal nonlocality of the new ABCs appears xed and limited, and this is not a result of any approximation but rather a direct consequence of the fundamental properties of the solution. The proposed ABCs can handle arti cial boundaries of irregular shape on regular grids with no tting adaptation needed. Besides, they possess a unique capability of being able to handle boundaries of moving computational domains, including the case of accelerated motion. Wehave conducted a series of numerical experiments that would corroborate the theoretical design properties of the algorithm. The experiments included computation of unsteady wave-radiation solutions over long time intervals. In all our experiments the ABCs could always keep the level of re ections from the arti cial boundary on or below the level of truncation error for the interior discretization for as long as the computation was run. Besides the classical wave equation that wehave analyzed in the current paper, the proposed technique may nd applications in computational acoustics and computational electromagnetics.
